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Prognosis
Poor. Cytogenetics May well be confused with the above t(10;11)(p12;q23). Hybrid/Mutated Gene 5' CALM -3' AF10 and 5' AF10 -3' CALM. In a 5' breakpoint cluster region (nucleotides 424 and 589), AF10 sequences retained the Ext-LAP/PHD domain. The presence of these kinds of sequences seems to be necessary for maturation toward the TCRgd lineage, whereas their absence leads to maturation arrest at a more immature stage.
Abnormal Protein
Both CALM-AF10 and the reciprocal AF10-CALM are expressed. However, the CALM-AF10 contains most of the functional domains present in each of the two proteins.
Breakpoints
Note: the breakpoint in the t(10;11)(p13;q14-21) is more in 5' of AF10.
